
 
 
Anaïs Mitchell – xoa 
 
Anaïs Mitchell has had a busy few years. First there was 2010's sensationally-
reviewed Hadestown, a folk opera based on the Orpheus myth. Then 2012's Young 
Man in America, described by the UK's Independent as 'an epic tale of American 
becoming'. In 2013 she released a collection of reworked English and Scottish 
traditional songs with Jefferson Hamer called Child Ballads (the opening track 
“Willie of Winsbury” won the 2014 BBC Folk Award for Best Traditional Song). 
Mitchell toured with different outfits for each release: a six-member orchestra and up 
to eight guest singers during Hadestown; her four-piece folk-rock Young Man Band 
(which also toured in support of Bon Iver); and the two-guitar, close harmony duo of 
Child Ballads.  
 
Now, Mitchell is going back to basics. xoa is a fifteen-track solo collection. It 
includes rerecorded songs up to ten years old; several from Hadestown (recorded in 
her own voice for the first time); as well as some completely new and previously 
unrecorded songs. They were taped during two sessions in Nashville with 
engineer/producer Gary Paczosa, who produced Child Ballads. The album comes out 
at the beginning of October as a limited release on Mitchell’s own Wilderland 
Records, and she will tour the USA and Europe—solo, of course.  
 
“I’ve always loved solo shows, watching them and playing them,” says Mitchell. 
“There’s nowhere for anyone to hide.” 
 
Why xoa? " It’s Mitchell’s customary signoff at the end of a correspondence—“hugs, 
kisses, Anaïs”—and she sees the project as just that: a correspondence between 
herself and her audience, especially those familiar with her songs from way back.  
“I chose the songs in response to requests from people over the years. It felt like the 
right time. Last summer I had a baby, and I wasn’t sure when I’d be able to get back 
in the studio, so when the chance came up to work with Gary [Paczosa] on something 
again, I jumped on it… xoa is what came out of those sessions. If the title were 
longer, it would be dear audience, thank you for everything”. 
 
Paczosa has a gift for capturing the female voice and directing the ear to the lyric line. 
If there's a common thread in Mitchell's writing—and the breadth of it is represented 
well on xoa-- it's that she's as interested in the world around her as the one inside her. 
She has a way of tackling big themes with the same emotional intimacy most artists 
use to describe their inner lives. "That's why," as one journalist put it, "even in her 
most intimate moments, she never sounds like a confessional songwriter." 
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